
Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms: 4
Sleeps: 8

Price: €5,725 /pw

Property Details
For Rent Villa Skyonus - Antalya, Turkey

A drive down an unpaved road takes you far from the crowds and you know you are heading somewhere special. Arriving at well-carved gates, a small
oasis starts to reveal itself with a glittering ocean and sneaky peeks at some idyllic islands ahead. You just arrived at Kalkan’s most prestigious (albeit
hidden) address.

Three beautifully constructed homes sit far enough apart but together, resplendent in local stone masonry which takes any hard edges off their
contemporary design. Indeed, each villa is a contrary mix of understated Turkish elements with a distinctly subtle beach panache, all delivered with five-
star flair.

A generous terrace with a large infinity pool unfolds into a flowing landscape of natural gardens and steps leading closer and closer to the crystal-clear
Aegean waters. Here, you can bask in the heady beauty of the surroundings on a perfectly paved ocean deck with pergola and lounge chairs, dive
into the freshest of seas and let all workday worries fall away.

Relax in the knowledge that you have discovered the epitome of luxury villa vacationing in Kalkan, Turkey in this year-round home!

Living Areas

High ceilings and glide-back walls of glass ensure the view is omnipresent. Whether enjoying the sophisticated modern furnishing resplendent in jewel
tones or soaking up the brightest of sun shines, the interior and exterior of this Kalkan villa sparkle.

An open plan living/dining area and high-end kitchen create an ideal space for more stylish get togethers whilst the covered exterior living and dining
areas with stone BBQ open themselves to special events and soirees under the stars.

Bedrooms and Bathrooms

Delightful, custom-designed bedroom suites showcase warm vaulted wooden ceilings, handmade, local wood furnishings, all of which are cleverly
contrasted with urban-feel soft furnishing accents.

Suites are oversized and each have perfectly pampering marble bathrooms

Bedroom  1  –  Upper  Level:  Queen-size bed. Access  to shared balcony  with  amazing  views. En-suite  bathroom  with  rain  head  and  handheld
showers, double vanities.

Bedroom 2 – Upper Level: Queen-size bed. Access to shared balcony with amazing views En-suite bathroom with rain head and handheld showers,
double vanities.

Type: Villa
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Air conditioning system
Parking
Private pool
Sea views
Balcony/terrace
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